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HYDROGEN AS AN AUXILIAR Y FUEL IN COMPRESSION-IGNITION ENGINES

By HAROLD C. GEREISH and HAMFTOK H. FOSTDR

SUMMARY

An invedigaiion ww made to determiw whethera 8wf-

ficient amount of hydrogen could be @M-ently burned in

a comprewion-igniiion engine to compende for the in-

crwe of lift of an airship dwe to the consumption of the

fuel oil. The performance of a tingle-cylinda four-

stroke-qc-le comprwion-ignition engine operding c-n

fwl oil alone wag compared with & performance whm
variow quantiiicsof hydrogen were inducted with the inlet

ati. Engine-performance data, indicator ca.rd8, and ez-

hua.st-gm 8amples were obtainedfor euch chunge in en-
gine-operating condition.

Hydrogen could be burnedsaii.sfadori.lyai all hw% up
to and lncludi~ cruising cd compreJ3ti raiws of 134
and 16.6 in wL@n2ntqumtiiti to cornpemmtefor tlu in-
crease in lift dm to the conmmption of thefd oil. In
the cmnkingrange the mixhr.tx of fuel oil and hydrogen

burned axejicimtl ya-sthefue loi.lahw. At small

power OU@U@ the mi.ziure of fd oil a@ hydrogen

burned le88 e+ntly than the fuet ail al.on.e; wherea8, for

power outpw% greaier than th.ai requiwd for crui8ing, the

mixture8 of fuel oil and hydrogen burned more e-ly

than th8 fua? oil a4?one.

For all loao% ezcept idling there w pre43eni in the

exhaud water vapor weighing more than the fud oil

burned, approximately 2?6 percent more for all load%
above cruising. When burning the maximum wz.bl.e
amount of hydrogen a-longwiih thefuel oil, the weighi of
waler vapor waa 80 perceni more at full load and 2?00
penwni more ai wnal.1Lxzd.8.

Th8 engin8 always stopped$ring when the fud oil WXI-S

ad oS. Throughout the limits of the ted condi.timw, &

was never possible to auio-igniie tha various miziu.mx of
hydrogen and air bti the injection of even a minute guan-

tity of fuel ail would cause the mixtwma to burn. The

engine 8h0wed no i?l effects from the u8e of hydrogen and

no chunge in engine operation w appaxeni.

INTRODUCI’ION

The most economical attitude for airahip flight is at
zero angle of pitch. If the static equilibrium of an
airship is not maintained during flight the airship must
be operated at either a positive or a negative angle of
pitch to maintain constant altitude. Any flight atti-

tude other than zero angle of pitch results in an in-
crease in drag; hence more power and greater fuel
consumption are required for an equivalent speed. In
addition, the hazards of handling an airship are greater
when it is not in static equilibrium.

The static equilibrium of an airship can be main-
tained during flight by valving the lifting gas, by
recovering water from the exhaust gas, or by us@g a
fuel having a density nearly equal to that of air.
The valvkyg of helium is not an attractive method
because of the relatively high cost of this gas; the
valtig of hydrogen is, however, relatively inexpensive.
The use of a water-recovery apparatus results in
increased weight, added drag, and greater fuel consump-
tion. With present spark-ignition engines the use of a
fuel having a density nearly equal to that of air is
the most promising method of maintain@ the equilib-
rium of airships in flight (reference 1).

The burning of the excess hydrogen in comprwsion-
ignition airship engines instead of v-alving it would be
particularly advantageous because the hydrogen
required to lift a given weight of fuel oil contains a
quantity of heat energy equal to 21.6 percent of the
heat energy of the liquid fuel. If the hydrogen can be
burned with the same efficiency as the liquid fuel, the
required weight of fuel would be reduced 17.6 percent
and a proportional increase in p~y load would be
possible.

The induction of the hydrogen with the inlet air
would not be feasible with a two-stroke-cycle oompres-
sion-ignition engine on account of the loss of hydrogen
and the probability of pre-ignition of the hydrogen-air
mixture by the hot exhaust gases during the scavenging

process. Possibly an injection system could be used to
supply the necxxwmyhydrogen during the compression
stroke. In this case the hydrogen should be injected
immediately after the exhaust valve closes so that the
hydrogen will have as long a time as possible to mix
with the air. Injection of the hydrogen near the end
of the comprtion stroke would require a multistage
compressor whose great weight would be undesirable
for airships.

If the hydrogen could be burned in four-stroke-cycle
compression-ignition enginesthe airshipwould have the
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advantage of better fuel economy maintained over n of hydrogen and fuel oil, and the suitability of exhaust
wide range of engine speeds and 10MIs Mucklow ga.w for water recoveqy.
(reference 2) has successfully burned hydrogen with
fuel oil in a shgle-oylinder compression-ignition engine

APPARATUS

lmving a compr-on ratio of 10.3 ‘and operating at F@.re 1 is a photograph of the test unit with the
210 revolutions per minute. The maximum quantity auxiliary equipment required for supplying a controlled
of hydrogen used was 3 percent of the. inducted air flow of hydrogen. The engine is a single-cylinder
and was sufficient to compensate for the fuel used at four-stroke-cycle compression-ignition test engine (6-
low-power outputs. Helmore and Stokes (reference 3) inch bore and 7-inch stroke) hav@ a vertical disk form
attempted to burn pure hydrogen in a single-cylinder of combustion chamber. (See fig. 2.) The com-
compression-ignition engge hm-ing a compression pressionratio was changed during the preliminary tests
ratio of 11.6 and operating at 1,000 revolutions per by raising or lowering the cylinder head; during the
minute. On account of violent detonation at nine- main tests, it w-w changed by inserting different spacers
tenths and at full power the tests had to be abandoned. between the cylinder and the cylinder head so that

fiGUEE I.—Thedngle-oylinder&t m@neand ~ W@Pmmt.

When us@g a m&%ureof 90 percent hydrogen and 10
percent “oil gas” in conjunction with fuel oil in the
same engine, they were, however, able without pre-
ignition to exceed the aerostatic equivalent of the fual
oil burned. The aerostatic equivalent of the fual oil
burned is the quantity of lifting gas that must be either
valved or burned to compensate for the decrease in
~grossweight of the airship resulting from the burning
of the liquid fuel.

On account of the lack of knowledge concerning the
use of hydrogen in compression-ignition engines in
sufficient quantities to maintain the static equilibrium
of an airship at all en=tie outputs, the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics investigated this
problem. The Committee was particularly interested
in the quantity of hydrogen that could be burned in a
compression-ignition engine when inducted with the
inlet air, the combustion characteristics of mixtures

the general shape of the combustion chambers for
the 13.4 and 15.6 compression ratios would be similar.
The spring-loaded fuel-injection valve had a sLx-
oriiice nozzle and was hydraulically operated by a
cam-actuated plunger pump. The commercial grade
of fuel oil used had a specific gravity of 0.847 nnd n
viscosity of 41 seconds Saybolt Univenxd at 80° F.

The part of the test npparatus that diihred from
a conventional arrangement was the induction system
through which the air and hydrogen were supplied to
the engine. The air was measured by a 100-cubic-foot
gasometer and then passed through two surge chambem
and appropriate piping to the hydrogen-air mising
valve. The hydrogen was obtained from five l@h-
pre+wu.rebottles connected to a manifold. From this
high-pressure manifold the hydrogen passed through Q
reducing valve to a commercial gas meter (rated cnpac-
ity 375 cubic feet per hour) and then through a pack-
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type flame arrestar to the mixing valve. The pressure
at the gasmeter inlet was maintained at atmospheric
by mrmurdcontrol of the reducing valve. The photo-
graph of the apparatus, (fig. 1) shows the water ma-
nometer and thermometer for measuring the pressure
and temperature of the hydrogen and also the connec-
tion provided for extracting hydrogen samples during
the tests.

In the preliminary set-up the hydrogen was piped
directly to the mixing valve but the pressure pulsa-

ing the system before stopping the engine is shown
at the extreme end of the high-pressure manifold.

The hydrogen-air mixing valve shown in iigure 3
was obtained from the Bureau of Standards and was
used without alteration except for the addition of
the flame mrwter at the entrance of the hydrogen
tube. The hydrogen entered through the flame
arrester and ii.lled the annular space about the main
venturi passage. Connection between the annular
space and the main passage was accomplished by

tions in the induction system of the singh+cylinder
test engine made the action of the gas meter erratic.
The pulsations were satisfactorily damped by placing
a 12-inch diameter surge chamber with a thin rubber
diaphragm between the gas meter and the mixing
valve. (See fig. 1.) The high-pressure hydrogen bot-
tles are shown near the engine but, during the tests,
the pipe connecting the surge tank and the gas meter
was oxtended so that the bottles and the meter were
outside the building. The CO, bottle used for flush-

- the adjusting sleeve so that the two parts of
the venturi separated. This separation allowed the
hydrogen to flow in and D& with the inlet air in
quantities determined by the amount of rotation of
the adjusting sleeve. The mixing mllve was placed
as close to the engine as possible to keep the volume
of hydrogen-air mixture to a minimum. The mixing
valve and the necessary piping reduced the volumetric
efficiency and therefore the normal output of the
engine; but, as the inve%igation was concerned only
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with comparative data, this point is relatively m-m-
portant.

Tho cylinder pressure was measured both with the
balanced-diaphragm @e of maximum cylinder pres-
sure i.mhmtor (reference 4) and with the I?arnboro
indicator. The Farnboro indicator was also used in
obtaining the indicator cards. A modified Bureau of
Mines type of gas-analysis apparatus (reference 5)
was used in analyzing the exhausbgas samples. The
exhaust-gas temperature was measuxed by means of a
calibrated thermocouple.

All instruments used in connection with these
tests were calibrated and corrections to obsewed
data have been made where necessary. Special care
was taken to insure the accuracy of the hydrogau
quantities, the hydrogen meter being calibrated be-
fore, dur@g, and after the tests and found to read
within +1 percent of the correct value at all times.
&mlysis of the hydrogen samples taken at different
times during the teds showed an average purity of
98.4 percent and all hydrogen quantities have been
corrected on this basis.

METHOD

Preliminmy engine runs were made at comprwsion
ratios of 13.4 and 15.6 and indicnt.or cards were taken
with a modiiied Farnboro indicator at varying injection
advance angles to determine the timing at which the
pressure rise, indicating combustion, in the cylinder
would start at top center. At the test speed of 1,500
revolutions per minute the required injection advance
angles were found to be 12° before top center for the
13.4 compression ratio and 10° for the 15.6 compression
ratio. These injection advance angles were used
throughout the tests.

The majority of the test runs were made with the
amount of hydrogen as the variable. The engine was
brought to stable operating conditions on fuel oil alone
with the injection-pump controls set for the fuel quan-
tity desired. After the engine-performance data,
exhauskb- sample, and indicator card had been
obtained for the fuel oil alone, the hydrogen flow was
started and the amount used was controlled by adjusfi
ing the mixing valve. Similar data were taken for each
change in hydrogen quantity until the maximum usable
amount of hydrogen was reached.

The masimum usable amount of hydrogen varied
with the operating conditions (as will be discussed
later) rmd no test runs were attempted with more
than that amount. Although no endurance runs were
made, a series of t#s often lasted more than 3 houra
without any apparent ditlerence in engine operation
or performance.

Teat runs were made for seven difTerent fuel-oil
quantities at each compression ratio except that no
hydrogen was added at the largest fuel quanti~ for
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the 15.6 compression ratio: The fuel-oil quantities
ranged horn approximately 1 to 3.6X 10-4 pounds per
cycle (excess-ah coefficients 3.2 to 0.9, respectively)
and the hydrogen quantities varied from O to 10 per-
cent of the inlet air by volume. Unless othertise
stated, “percent hydrogen” is the percentage by
volume of inlet air.

Tests were made to detemnine the heat losses to the
cooling water at a compression ratio of 16.6 with fuel
oil alone and also with fuel oil and the corresponding
amount of hydrogen to maintain equilibrium, or con-
stant-lift, conditions. These heat-dissipation tests
did not show enough diilerence to justify similar tests
at the 13.4 compression ratio.

An additional series of tests was made at both com-
pression ratios using various quantities of hydrogen

&
J-@i-o@n inlet

PIOUEE3.—Mklng-valveaswmbly.

and only a very small quanti~ of fuel oil for ignition of
the hydrogen. These runs were made to study the
combustion of the hydrogen when comparatively unaf-
fected by the presence of the fuel oil and also to furnish
data on the extreme conditions under which the lift of
an airship could be reduced. The fuel-oil quanti~ used
for these runs being too small to permit on acourate
determination on the fuel scales, the reduction in torque
obtained when injecting the fuel was first determined
and then, from a curve of indicated mem effective
pressure against fuel quantity, the amount of fuel was
estimated. The value of 7.0X 10-0 pounds per cyole
obtained by this method is more than suEicient to
immre consistent pump operation and produce regular
flashesin the combustion chamber as observed through
a small quartz window.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

ENGINE PERFORMANCE

The effect of adding various quantities of hydrogen
to the inlet air on the performance of a single-cylinder
compression-ignition engine operating on difTerent
quantities of fuel oil and at an engine speed of 1,500
revolutions per minute is shown in iigure 4 for two com-
pression ratios. The fit point on the left of each full
line is for fuel oil alone; the other test points on each
full line denote an equal fuel-oil quantity with the ad-
dition of various quantities of hydrogen, the amount of
hydrogen be~o converted to equivalent fuel oil by
dividing the hydrogen heat input (pounds of hydrogen
times 52,800 British thermal units per pound) by the
lower heating value of the fuel oil 08,300 British ther-
mal units per pound). The dottad line was drmvn
through the test points for fuel oil alone. The end of
each full line is the limit of satisfactory operation of the
engine under these conditions.

“Full load” is defied as that quantity of fuel theo-
retically required to combine with all the oxygen pres-
ent. With mixtures of hydrogen and fuel oil there
wouId be diflerent equivalent fuel-oil quantities sati-
fying this defln.ition,not only on nccount of the differ-
ence in the quantity of air required by these fuels for
complete combustion but also on account of the dis-
placement of the inducted air by the hydrogen. Full
load (no excess air) for the 13.4 compression ratio
varies from 3.12 to 3.25X 10-4 pounds of equivalent
fuel oil per cycle, the former value b&g for 2.48 x 10+
pounds of fuel oil plus 7 percent hydrogen, and the
latter value being for fuel oil alone. For the 15.6
compression ratio the values are slightly less on ac-
count of the decreased volumetric efficiency. Cruising
load is considered as approximately two-thirds full load.

With small quantities of fuel oil, the addition of
hydrogen decreases the thermal efficiency to less than
th~t obtained with m equivalent amount of fuel oil.
As the quantity of fuel oil is increased, however, the
difference in efficiency diminishesuntil iimdly a fuel-oil
quantity is reached beyond which any addition of hy-
drogen results in a greater thermal efficiency than is
possible with an equivalent amount of fuel oil.

The tests indicate that all combinations of hydrogen
and fuel oil burn with the same, or a greater, dhiency
than an equivalent amount of fuel oil except for the
combinations of small amounts of fuel oil with small
amountsof hydrogen. For such combinations the com-
bustion of the fuel oil ia limited to a small portion of
the combustion chamber and it is probable that the
concentrations of the hydrogen at the low temperatures
prevailing in the cylinder is insnflicient to propagah
the flame.

Th@e results show that when the conditions within
the combustion chamber are conducive to propagation
of the flame through the hydrogen-air mixture the
composite fuel burns more efficiently than an equiva-

lent amount of fuel oil. This increase in efficiency is
probably due to the high rate of reaction of the hydro-
gen tending to create higher temperatures during the
early part of the combustion period, which accelerates
the reaction of the fuel oil.

The addition of hydrogen to the engge did not
appreciably alter the temperature of the exhaust gases
at either compression ratio. The heat loss to the
cooling water of the cylinder and the head, as shown
in figure 4, did not change when burning hydrogen in
conjunction with fuel oil. The resultant incren.sein
power, economy, and maximum cylinder pressureabove
cruising load without change in heat 10S and exhaust
temperature indicatw that the hydrogen probably
burned during the fit part of the combustion period.

Figure 5 shows the tiect of hydrogen on the opera-
tion of the engine at various fuel-oil quantitie9 from “
a minute quantity to approximately 10 percent more
fuel oil than is theoretically necessary for complete
utilization of all the air inducted. The full lines indi-
cate approsiruately the maximum usable percentages
of hydrogen for the diflerefit fuel-oil quantities.

The mtium usable hydrogen percentage is not
definite according to the data recorded for the test
points near the full lines, the engine being occasionally
unstable and then, under apparently identical con-
ditions, operating satisfactorily. At times the ap-
parent limiting hydrogen percentage as indicated by
the full lines could be exceeded. As slight changes in
the adjustment of the hydrogen-regulating valve often
caused pronounced changes in engine operation nenr -
the critical point, it is believed that this arratic con-
dition was due to the hwk of a sufficiently precise
control of the hydrogen. In the course of the te9ts
the reducing valve was overhauled twice and both
tim~ the seat was found ta be in poor condition.
The operation of the engine at the instant the hydro-
gen flow was increased to a point where the operation
became unstable is particularly interesting. The
characteristic sound of the engine changed to that of
motoring-exceptionally smooth, no knock nor rough-
ness-and simultaneously there was a large drop in
speed and power and the needle of the gage indicat@
the maximum cylinder pressure showed large varia-
tions in pressure. If the fuel oil was not shut off or
the flow of hydrogen decreased immediately, pre-
ignition took place. Examination of an indicator
card showed that combustion occurred on the com-
pression stroke. The stage of combustion following
that of pre-ignition has been indicated as “explosion”
and means that the mixture of hydrogen and nir
pre-ignited before the inlet valve closed and was
propagated into the induction system. This explo-
sion caused no ill effects to the engine or auxiliary
equipment on account of the small volume of in-
flanimable gases bm%veenthe engine cylinder and the
mixing valve.
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AU hydrogen-air mixtures below the maximum
usable amount as shown by the fdl lines on the figure
would not ignite without the inje&iion of the fuel oil;
when the fuel oil was shut off, the engine stopped
firing. Any quantity of fuel oil, even exceedingly
small ones, would cause the hydrogen to burn.

The curves show that the maximum quantity of
hydrogen that can be inducted with the inlet air and
satisfactorily burned in a compression-ignition engine
decreases as the fuel-oil quantity and compression
ratio increase, the amount varying from 14 to 7 per-
cent by volume of the inducted air at a compression
ratio of 13.4 and 12 to 5 percent at a compression
ratio of 15.6.

The percentages of hydrogen that could be satis-

mum cylinder pressure at several constant power
outputs is shown in iigure 6 for compression ratios of
13.4 and 15.6. For b. m. e. p.’s of 60 and 70 pounds
per square inch at a compression ratio of 13.4, the
efficiency is decreased by the addition of hydrogen
and approached a minimum at a hydrogen percentage
of approximately 6 percent, which is in agreement with
the trend found by Mucldow (reference 2). For a
b. m. e. p. of 80 pounds per square inch the minimum
value is reached at a hydrogen percentage of approxi-
mately 2; whereas the maximum efficiency is obtained
at about 6 parcent. For a b. m. e. p. of 90 pounds
per square inch the efficiency increased with the
amount of hydrogen added. Similarresults are shown
for compression ratio of 15.6 except that the hydrogen

factorily burned at the high engine loads are in agree- I becomes effective at smaller percentages. The maxi-
ment ~th those given by Mucklow (reference2).
With the compression ratios used in the present
invedgation the satisfactory operation of the
engine with 14 percent of hydrogen at small
engine loads was unexpected because Dixon
(reference 2, p. 19) with an adiabatic+nupres-
sion machine operating at a comprwsion ratio of
10.0 exploded a 9.4-percent-by-volume mixture
of hydrogen and air. In thismachine” the gases
were rapidly compressed in a well-lubricated,
temperature-controlled cylinder and the piston
then retained in the in-stroke position” (refer-
ence 6). The explosion of a 9.4-percent mixture
of hydrogen in air by Dixon was most likely
due to maintaining this mixture after comprw-
sion at constant volume and thus exposing it to
a high temperature for a long period of time.
The ignition lag was very long, in fact even
greater than the time required during the pres-
ent tests to complete the entire power stroke.
In order to obtain auto-igtition of hydrogen-air
mixtures in the compression-iggtion engine it
was necessary not only to exceed the compres-
sion ratio indicated by Dixon but also to exceed
the hydrogen-air ratio.

The dashed lines of figure 5 represent the
aerostatic ecmivalent of the fuel oil consumed

—

.2 .6 Lo L4 1.8 2.2 26 3.0 .34.10-4
fueloi~ lb/cycle

and their co-me shows that it was possible to burn
hydrogen along with the fuel oil in quantities
su5cient to maintain aerostatic equilibrium at all
loads up to and including cruisiig load for both
compression ratios, and that ovar a considerable
power range it was possible to burn hydrogen in
amounts either more or less than those required to
maintain equilibrium. The allowable range of utili-
zation of hydrogen when muising would make it
possible ta increase or decrease the lift of the
airship.

The effect of the addition of various amounts of
hydrogen on the brake thermal efficiency and maxi-

FIomus 6.—Effwtofhydrogenon engfneoption. Engineopmtfon wos.mtMwtory
UnksdOtherwfsespdfkai.

mum cylinder pressure shows little change with brake
mean effective pressure when operating with fuel oil
but, as the hydrogen is added, the cylinder pressure
increases and finally reaches a pressure approximately
75 pounds greater than that obtained with fuel oil
alone for the same mbnum output.

Figure 7 shows the effect of hydrogen on engine
performance when the composite fuel is used, but only
the w&~ht of the fuel oil is taken into account in
computing the speciiic fuel consumption. The dashed
lines show the performance of the engine under condi-
tions of constant lift obtained by the proper ratw of
consumption of the hydrogen and the fuel oil.
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Figure S shows the compmative fuel consumption
at different power outputs under three assumed con-
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ditions for compression ratios of 13.4 and 15.6. The
dashed line shows the fuel consumption when fuel
oil alone is used to produce power. For comparison
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on a basis of equivalent heat input of fuel oil, the solid
line shows the necessary consumption of the two fuels
combined in the proper proportion to maintain a con-
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dition of constant lift. The dot-dash line shows the
consumption of th: fuel oil for the constan&lift con-
dition neglecting the weight of the hydrogen.

Combustion CHARACTERISTICS OF MfXTURES OF HYDROGEN
AND FURL OIL

Exhaust-gas analysis,-The exhaust gases were
analyzed to determine the causes of the effects noted,
The percentages by volume of CO*, CO, 02, Nz, HZO.
H,, and CHj on the wet basis are plotted against

‘PR?3?23M{xfures of fuel oilund hydrogen, consfanf h%
6ased on weighf o fequiv<len+ fuel 0)1
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FmuEE S.+%mxn ofengine@mmanm wfth differentfuels

equivalent fuel-oil quantity in figure 9 for comprca9ion
ratios of 13.4 and 15.6. The iirst point at the left on
each full line is for fuel oil alone and those to the right
are for an equal fuel-oil quantity plus various amounts
of hydrogen. Tbe dashed line is drawn so M h con-
nect all points for fuel oil alone. The results are
placed on a wet bsais to show the amount of water
vapor present in the exhaust gases. The water vopor
was determined from an “oxygen balance.”

The curves of iigure 9 show that the amount of
water vapor formed in the exhaust increases linearly
with the amount of hydrogen inducted and that the
rate of formation is independent of compression ratio
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show the rapid increase in watir vapor when th(
hydrogen is added ti the intake air. The figm
shows that for all loads except idling the water vapo]
present in the exhaust weighed moti than the fuel

oil burned, approximately 25 percent more for al
lords above cmieing. When burning the mwimim
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FIGURE 10.-Eff6ntoflaad and hydrcgen.fnd.ollmtiOcmW& reaverable at 8
COlnp%sslmlratio ofMm.

usable amount of hydrogen along with the fuel ojl~
the might of the water vapor was 80 percent more at
full load and 200 percent more at small loads.

Inasmuch as gasoline and fuel oil have approxi-
matdy the same hydrogen content (reference 5), one
would expect the water recovery from the exhaust of
compr=ion-iggtion engines to compare favorably
with thnt obtained horn spark-ignition engines pro-
vided that the combustion efficiency and the quantity
of air present are equal. Combustion efficiency is
considered as the ratio of the heat liberated to the
total available hint. Compression-ignition engines
usually operate at a greater emss-air coefficient than
spark-ignition engines and, accmding to Ntan
(referenca 7), this excess air would cause a greater
amount of water vapor to be lost through its satura-
tion. Ckmsidetig the actual conditions under which
the en=gmesusually operate, the spark-i.ggition engine
opemting at the lower air-fuel ratio loses less water
than compression-igmtion engines through saturation
but, owing to incompleteness of combustion, less water
is formed. Exhaust-gas analyses from spark-iggtion
and compression-ignition enginw when operating in
their usual operatipg range show little ~erence in
water recoverable, the amount of water available
depending upon the air-fuel ratio, the temperature of
the air inducted into the engine, and the temperature
of the gases leaving the condenser.

Figure 11 has been prepared to show the effect of
fuel quanti~ on combustion efficiency. This figure
shows the completeness of combustion of the various
combinations of fuel oil and hydrogen on a basis of air
required for complete combustion. The curves for
compression ratios of 13.4 and 15.6 show that the

combustion efficiency increased with fuel quantity up
to an air excess of 50 percent but, when the air excma
becomes less than 25 percent, the combustion efficiency
decreases rapidly. It is apparent from these curves
and those of indicated thermal eficiency shown in
iigure 4 that the improvement in indicated fuel con-
sumption with fuel oil at small loads over that of other
loads up to cruising is due to the improvement in
cycle efficiency.
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Analysis of indioator cards.-The indicator cards
taken during the power tests were used to obtain infor-
mation concerning the evolution of heat in tbe com-
bustion chamber. Figure 12 shows the pressure-time
diagramsfor six dMerent fuel-oil quantities obtained at
~ compression ratio of 15.6, the broken lines being for
Eueloil alone and the full lines for equal fuel-oil quanti-
tieswith hydrogen added to the intake air. The curves
ghowthe corr@.pon&ng amounts of fuel required to be
43?ectively burned. By “effective fuel burned” is
meant the combustion of the quantity of fuel required
toproduce the change in enthalpy (total heat) recorded
m the indiwtor diagrams and does not include that
dissipatedas heat losses. In all cases the combustion
masures were higher and the areasof the cards greater
rith the composite fuel than with fuel oil alone.

A thermodynamic analysis of all the indicator cards
aken during the power tests has been made and the
esults plotted in figure 13 to show the effective
quivalent fuel oil burned up to 4°, 8°, 16°, and 30°
fter top center. The curves show that the addition of
lyhgen with the smallest fuel-cd quantities is leSS
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,

effective than an equivalent amount of fuel oil in
raising the pressure in the combusion chamber and this
effect is more pronounced at the lower comprw-sion
ratio even though it is possible to utilize a greater
amount of hydrogen. At 4° there is little dMerence
between the curves for the fuel oiI and for the composite
fuel, indicating that the hydrogen plays little or no
purt in the ignition of the combustible mixture and has
a negligible effect on the &t part of the burning
process. Mucklow (reference 2) found that the gas

combustion. The characteristic increase in slope of the
Linesfor the composite fuel indicates that combustion
is accelerated as the hydrogen-air ratio reaches the
range of iniknnmbility. The lower and upper limits
of -@flammability, according to Bone and Townend
(reference 8), are approximately 4 and 71 percent,
respectively, depending upon the temperature and
pressureof the mixture.

Information concerning the combustion of small
quantities of fuel oil and large quantities of hydrogen
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had no effect on the point in the cycle where combustion
begins; Helmore and Stokes (reference 3) found no
need for altering the injection advance angle when
hydrogen+um-oil gas was used in conjunction with
fuel oil.

The most noteworthy feature of the curves for the
composite fuel is that in the cruising range the smaller
additions of hydrogen are about as effective as an
equivalent amount of fuel oil; larger amounts of hydro-
gen show a comparatively greater increase in effective

in a compr~on-ignition engine was obtained from
tests us@ only enough fuel oil to ignite the hydrogen-
air mixture. Figure 14 shows indicator cards taken
when motoring the engine and when operating with
the igniting charge of oil and with increasing amounts
of hydrogen. The fit diagram shows both com-
pression and expansion pr=ures when the en=tie
was motored; the others show the end of the com-
pression line and most of the expansion line. The
diagram following the motoring diagram was taken
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with the igniting charge of oil and shows but slight
difference from the motoring diagram. The diagrams
with increasing amount of hydrogen show the scatter-
ing of pressure points, which indicates the irregularity
of combustion from cycle to cycle that is usually asso-
ciated with spark-iggtion and carbureted mixtures.

The indicator diagrams of figure 14 and the curves
resulting from their thermodynamic analysis, M well
as those obtained at a compression ratio of 13.4 under
similar conditions, are shown in figure 15. The anal-
ysis for both compression ratios shows that the period
of burn@ (period from start to maximum amount
burned) was increased by the addition of small quan-

--- ..-,
o..-- kidodknekne fueloilakdh~~kn

1 C;mDiki& ratio. 15.6 1 1

I I I I I 1
X1 J-

1 I I I J

~GUEE1%-Eff@”ofhydmgonon mmbnstIones dedmedfmmfndimtorcards.

tities of hydrogen. For larger quantities (9 to 12 per-
cent hydrogen for the 15.6 compre&on ratio and 9 to
14 percent for the 13.4 compression ratio) the period
decreased and finally reached 40 crank degrees at the
higher compression ratio and 60 crank degrees for the
lower compression ratio. The reduction in the burn-
ing period with large quantities of hydrogen is opposite
to the effect obtained with an increase in the fuel-oil
quantity. (See fig. 12.) The change from slow to
fast burning with incrmsing hydrogen is probably due
to the change in mixture strength from below to with-
in the range of tiammability. A similar effect is
shown in figure 15 but, instead of a change in mixture
strength, the ra~oe of inflammability was increased
on account of the increase in temperature of the mix-
ture (reference 8) with compression ratio. In the
range of inflammability the combustion of the hydro-

gen-ti titure is similar to that with a carbureted
mixture of gasoline and air in that combustion is corn-
pleted early in the expansion stroke.

Figure 16 has been prepared to show the differmce
in the effective burning of hydrogen, fuel oil, and the
composite fuel at the same total heat input equal to
approximately one-third full-load (excess-air coe5cient
of 2.5 for the 13.4 compression ratio and 2.9 for tho
15.6 compression ratio). The amounts of hydrogen
in the composite fuel was 1.5 and 3 percent for the
15.6 and 13.4 compression ratio, respectively. The
burning curves for hydrogen have been reproduced
from figure 15 and the curves for fuel oil ctnd the
composite fuel have been obtained from a cross plot.
The &we shows the same timing of the start of com-
bustion for the three fuels and also approximately tho
same rate of burning at the start. At the higher
compression ratio the hydrogen is more effective in
raisii the pressure throughout the entire burning
period; at the lower compression ratio the combustion
of the hydrogen lags behind that of the fuel oil for rL
considerable portion of the burning period. At both
compression ratios, however, the total amount of heat
evolved is greater for the hydrogen than for the fuel
oil. The composite fuel is less effective at both com-
pression ratios than either the hydrogen or the fuel
oil in raising the pressure throughout the burning
period. The difference is due to less fuel oil being
injected and to the inefficient combustion of small
amounts of hydrogen with small amounts of fud oil,
as has been previously discuesed. Although it was
impossible to burn very large quantities of hydrogen
(over 14 percent) and thus make it possible to com-
pare the rates of burning of the three fuels at lmgm
loads, it is believed that at loads greater than cruis-
ing the effective-fuel-burned curves for the composite
fuel w-ill lie between that of hydrogen and that of
fuel oil. (See fig. 13.)

APPLICATION OF RESULTS

ADVANTAGR9 OF BUENING HYDROGEN IN ~HfP COMPRRSSION-
IGNITION ENGINE9

From the results of these tests on a single-cylindm
four-stroke-cycle compression-ignition engine operating
at compression ratios of 13.4 and 15.6, it is concluded
that hydrogen in sufficient quantities to maintain the
static equilibrium of an airship can be satisfactorily
burned along with the fuel oil at all loads up to and
including Cruisiig. For loads grenter than cruising,
the static equilibrium could be maintained only when
operating at the lower compression ratio. Hydrogen
couId be burned in grmter or less quantities than that
of the aerostatic equivalent of the fuel oil burned, thus
making a very adaptable system for controlling the
buoyancy of the airship. The thermal efficiency for
the combustion of the composite fuel was approxi-
mately the same as that for the fuel oil.
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The burning of the hydrogen in the engines not only the d&sity of the mixture to increase~witha rcmltant
makes it possible to control the equilibrium of the decrease in its lifting power and a greater quantity of
Rirshipbut also makes it possible to reduce the quan- mixture would be required to lift a given weight,

:...

Fr131JRE14.-Ca@et prfrrtsoffndlcatordlegrmmobtafnedwfth hYdnxuIdr mfxtmrw Comprrssknratfo,16.&0J100007lb@yclofnoloffIJM forfgnftkm.

tity of fuel oil required for a given ilight, increase the
pay load cnrried, or increase the still-air range of the
airship. It is interesting to, determine the reduction
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in the quantity of fuel oil required for a flight when
burning hydrogen in the engi.mwiustead of valving it
to mtitain static equilibrium. In this case it is only
necessmy to consider that the hydrogen is pure. Any
impurity, such as air, in the hydrogen would cause

boalthough the quanti~ of hydrogen present would
the same. Taking the specific weight of pure hydro-

*c7nk posiiion, degrew

FrQtmB 16.-Cemperative combrwlionofhydrogmr,fnoloff,and mmpodte fnel
Wfthcmlstanttit fnprk

gen and air as 0.0053 and 0.0763 pound per cubic foot,
respectively, the lifting force will be the difference in
these values, 0.0710 pound per cubic foot. The aero-
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static equivalent x of 1 pound of fuel oil burned will
be equal to the spetic w-eight of pure hydrogen
divided by the lifting force, or 0.0746 pound per pound
of fuel oil.

As the fuel oily required for the @ght when burning
hydrogen together with the fuel oil plus the fuel oil
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equivrdent of the hydrogen burned must equal the
original quantity of fuel oil w required for the flight
when vrdving the hydrogen:

Y+g:;;: Xy=w

y= O.823w

where 52,!300 and 1s,300 are the heating values of
hydrogen and fuel oil, respectively, in British thermal
units per pound. It is seen from this computation
that the burning of the hydrogen in the compression-
ignition engines to maintain static equilibrium, instead

of valving it, rwults in a reduction of 17.6 percent for
the weight of fuel oil required for the flight.

If the two fuels cost the same per heat unit, the full
line in figure 8 would give rm indication of the cost.
These fuels vary considerably in their cost and figure
17hns therefore been prepared to show the compnmtive
cost of pmver with the composite fuel on a bnsis of the
actual cost. The figure shows thot for constant lift
with hydrogen at $1.50 per thousand cubic feet and
fuel oil at $0.06 per gallon, the cost of power is tripled
when the cost of hydrogen is included; but, when the
hydrogen is considered as costing nothing, as would
be the case for constant lift if it were burned instend
of being valved, the cost of power would be decrensed
appro.xinmtely 17 percent.

The pay load is an indication of the commercial
value of an airship. It is interesting to determine
how the pay load of an airship is affected by using
diilerent inflation gnses and two types of en=ties.
The following five arrangements have been taken for
comparison and in each cnse the over-nil dimensions,
total gas volume, and total engine power are the snmo.

Airship A is assumed to be inflated with helium, to
be fitted with spark-ignition engines burning gnsoline,
and to be fitted with water-recovery appmatus.

Airship B is assumed to be the same asairshipA but
to be fitted with compression-ignition en=ties.

Airship C is ns-sumedto be fitted with dual gas cells:
The outer cells me to be tinted with sufficient helium
to support the iixed weight; the inner cells are to be
inflatid with hydrogen. The ccmpreasion-ignition
-@s me =ued to burn hydrogen nlong with the
fuel oil.

Airship D is assumed to be the snme ns nirship A
but to be inflated with hydrogen.

Airship E is assumed to be inflated with hydrogm
and to be fitted with compression-ignition engines
burning hydrogen along with the fuel oil.

It is further rwmmed thnt static equilibrium is
maintained in all the airships by recovering water
Eromthe exhaust gases or by burning the hydrogen
Oerostatic equivalent of the fuel oil burned in the
engine.

The information necessary to make a detailed tabu-
lation of the weights of the various items in the air-
3hips is not available. The use of hydrogen in a
]eccndary cell of airship C would, however, increase
the weight of the gas cells and would also add some
weight in the form of restr@ning and steadying sus-
pensions. It would also be neceswuy to provide ducts
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by which the hydrogen would be led to the engines.
It should not be necesmry to provide blowers to feed
the hydrogen from the cells to the engines.

The water-recovery apparatus of airships A, B, and
D not only increases the dead weight but&w the drng.
According to Rdton (reference 7) the weight of the
water-recovery apparatus, brigs, and piping of a
(3,500,000 cubic-foot airship would be 16,000 pounds
and, for a 6day endurance @ht, the i.ncrensein fuel
consumption due to the incrensed drag would be
npprosinmtely 9,OOOpounds. For such a flight in
freezing weather approximately 12,000 pounds of
antifreeze materifd would &o have to be carried.

The assumption that the dead w-eight of the five
airships would be the same is believed to be in error
only in making airships C and E somewhat heavier
than they actually would be. In this assumption

the fuel tanks are considered to be the same for all
airshipsand the weight-power ratio of the compres&on-
igoition airship engine is considered to equal that of the
spark-ignition airship engine.

The results of the computations are shown in the
following table. It may be seen that airahip E can
carry approximately 80 percent more pay load than
airship A; whereas airship C can carry 53 percent
more pay load than airship A. If airship C attempts
to compete commercially with airship E, it might
obtain the more valuable pay load on account of the
additional safety of the helium blanket and even with
the handicap of 17 percent less pay load might be n
greater commercial success. Airship B is the most
desirable of the proposed types because of the de-
creased fire hazard but, owing to its small pay load,
may be undesirable as a commercial airship.

COMPARATIVE DATA FOR 5 AIRSHIPS HAVING THE SAME SIZE SPEED AND POWER BUT HAWNG
DIFFERENT INFLATION GASES AND USING DIFFERliNT TYI% OF ENGINES
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If airship A carried liquid fuel in place of the pay
load, it would be able to make a flight of approximately
7,200 miles; whereas airship C would be able to make a
similnr flight and, in addition, to carry approximately
63,000 pounds of pay load.

If nirsbips A and C have the same disposable load,
liquid-fuel load, nnd pay load, the one equipped with
compression-~~tion engines burning the aerostatic
equivalent of the fuel oil burned will have a 33 percent
greater still-air range. This incrense in distance is due
to the better fuel economy of the compression-ignition
engine of 0.41 pound per brake horsepower hour com-
pared with the 0.45 pound of the spark-ignition engine
and to the btig of the hydrogen in the engines,
which supplies an additional amount of energy equal to
21.5 percent of the fuel oil burned.

CONCLUSIONS

The investigation of the performance of a four-
stroke cycle compression-ignition engine operating with
various amounts of hydrogen added to the inducted air
showed that:

1. It was impossible to auto-ignite hydrogen-air
mi,,turea up to 12 percent hydrogen at comprmsion
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ratios of 13.4 and 15.6, fdthough any quantity f fuel oil
fkom 0.07 to 3.5X 10-4 pounds per cycle would cause
these mixtures to burn.

2. The engine could be stopped when burning the
composite fuel by shutting off the fuel oil.

3. The maximum amount of hydrogen that could be
burned satisfactorily decrensed as the fuel-oil quantity
and compression ratio increaaed, the mtium amount
varying from 14 to 7 percent by volume of the inducted
air at a compression ratio of 13.4 and 12 to 5 percent
at a compression ratio of 15.6.

4. The brake thermal efficiency obtained with the
composite fuel for all engine outputs up to that
required for cruisiig (constant-lift conditions) wns
ns much m 9 percent less than that obtained with
fuel oil alone for the 13.4 compression ratio and 4
percent for the 15.6. For higher loadings the thermal
efficiency with the composite fuel wns greater than
that obtained with fuel oil; the increase was as much
as 19 percent for the 13.4 compression ratio and 13
percent for the 15.6 compression ratio.

5. The burning of mixtures of hydrogen and fuel
oil at compression ratios of 13.4 and 15.6 should be an
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efficient method of compensating for the decrease in
weight of an airship due to the consumption of the
fuel oil.

6. When the conditions within the combustion
chamber were conducive to propagation of the flame
through the hydrogen-air mixture the compositi fuel
burned more efficiently than an equivalent amount of
fuel oil, i. e., the hydrogen burned during the early
part of the combustion period.

7. The e.shaustgases -wereparticularly suitable for
water recove~. For all loads except idling the water
vapor present in the exhaust weighed more than the
fuel oil burned, approximately 25 percent more for all
loads above cruising. When bbg the maximum
umble amount of hydrogen alo~~ with the fuel oil, the
weight of water vapor present was 80 percent more nt
full load and 200 percent more at small loads.

LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COM~TITEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, VA., April 16, 1936.
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